
THE DESIGN POOL BRAND.





Whether indoors or outdoors,  has opened up completely new horizons for using 

handcrafted porcelain from Germany. In partnership with architects, interior designers and ambitious 

individualists,  has created tile concepts for swimming pools, bathrooms and spa facilities 

for private and public use. 

Professionalism, creativity and technical expertise are key elements of the dialogue  

cultivates with its clients.

®
whitepool

®whitepool

®whitepool



joy

my fun

emotion

elegance

my individuality

extravagant

my white

PORCELAIN

THE DESIGN POOL BRAND 



®whitepool  stands for individuality, crafted from real porcelain.

®
whitepool  develops and produces designer tiles for swimming pools; robust but stylish.

Handmade in Germany.



Interior Innovation Award 2014 
AWARD for the den Flower Power Swimming Pool

occasion imm cologne

awarded by the “Rat für Formgebung“  on the 

® whitepool FLOWERPOWER 

stands for holistic design. 

Design which weaves its way through the entire 

swimming pool, uniting its various elements, and 

transforming the completed pool into a creative, 

harmonious work of art. 

The FLOWERPOWER series extends beyond tile 

design. The beautifully formed edging allows the 

most demanding contour designs to be realised. 

®
whitepool  relief tiles combine individuality and 

functionality, using scripts and patterns on their 

unglazed, non-slip surface.





Dive into the shimmering 
® underwater-world of whitepool . 

A world of fantasy and well-being. 

Let your mood inspire you and 

choose the colour composition of 

your pool to suit. 

Your frame of mind, your 

decision, and then a simple click 

of your remote control button. 

Red, green and blue can be 

combined to give you unlimited 

colour nuances. Complete the 

symphony of senses by adding 

the music of your choice.

® whitepool  installs round or 

square-shaped spotlights, or 

LED strips. 

The light-emitting diodes are 

embedded in a waterproof 

system and have a working life 

of 50,000 hours. 

The entire pool lighting system is 

acid- and base-resistant, resistant 

to chlorine and designed to 

withstand steam jet cleaning. 

WATERPROOF 
LED-LIGHTING



CORNER PIECE SYSTEM 
SOFT, ORGANIC, CONVEX AND CONCAVE



 LED Stripe RGB, 24V

 LED Stripe RGB, 24V

Flush built-in LED rails made of porcelain
LED Stripe RGB, 24V

The LED strip is glued securely in the mounting rail.

The seamlessly embedded into the grout LED strip

is UV and chlorine resistant and water steam jet protection!

Our RGB LED's delight with a huge range of colors.

True to your mood of the day.





LANDSCAPE

® whitepool

goodbye to convention and bursts through frontiers which marked clear limits for pool planners of the 

past. LANDSCAPE makes organic pool shapes possible; swimming pool and natural environment meet 

and harmonise with each other. 

40 different tile elements offer freedom to combine and design, and come together to create a unique, 

organically-formed pool.

LANDSCAPE series allows for unlimited possibilities in pool shapes and contours. It kisses 





COOLPOOL
YOU LIKE CHAMPAGNE? 

HOW ABOUT A “COOL” WAY OF COOLING? 

BE A TRENDSETTER!



People like to show what “cool” 

things they have to offer, and 

why not? Why hide things that 

everyone would love to see? 

The COOLPOOL refreshes your 

senses even before the first sip 

of your drink. Admittedly it is 

not the most discreet way to 

cool drinks, but possibly the 

most stylish.

®
whitepool  lines the 

COOLPOOL with its organically 

formed LANDSCAPE tiles and, 

through the use of underwater 

LED-lighting, creates an 

indulgent atmosphere. 

In front of this backdrop of 

exquisite porcelain and light, 

an imposing lion’s head 

fountain commands the 

attention of its beholders. 

For party-lovers. 

For connoisseurs. 

For trendsetters.

COOL POOL



The original purpose of fountains was simply to 

draw water. Later they became symbols of influ-

ence and wealth. 

Today, fountains are places of relaxation, meeting 

points, landmarks and objets d’art.

® whitepool porcelain fountains tell stories. Each 
®

one has its own to tell. whitepool  translates these 

stories into artistic concepts. 

® whitepool works with colours and reliefs, and 

combines porcelain with granite and stainless steel. 

® As a specialist in underglaze artwork, whitepool is 

able to meet the highest of demands made on the 

durability and colour-fastness of its fountains.

FOUNTAINS

ROUND BUTTON





BATHROOM & SPA

HEXAGONAL

Authentic German hard-paste porcelain is 
®whitepool ’s material of choice for creating 

®
the spa of your dreams. whitepool  fits out 

anything from private saunas to complex spa 
®areas. whitepool  is involved in every step of 

every project, first consulting and advising 

clients, and then working out a tailor-made 

design concept.

Extraordinary design, perfect workmanship 

and the charm of authentic handcraft:

®
whitepool  spa worlds bring body and soul 

into alignment. 

Bad Sauna





WALL RELIEFS WITH OPTICAL EFFECTS

Porcelain wall reliefs are exclusive statements. Whether indoors or open-air, they unfold their 

unique sense of depth. They captivate their observers, toy with them, then whisk them off into 

another world, transforming with every change of perspective. Individual wall designs convey 

your pictures, texts or your logo. 

® 
whitepool produces square 3D wall tiles with a length of up to 43 centimetres.

“Marilyn“ wall relief





GARDEN 
OBJECTS

LION’S HEAD GARGOYLE 

PORCELAIN BRICKS

PORCELAIN TILES IN STONE LOOK

15 - 16 cm

24 - 25 cm





TILE COLOUR CHART
UNDERGLAZE

Whitepool_A3.pdf



®Its physical properties make it ideal for architecture, even outdoors. whitepool  porcelain is acid 

and base proof and also highly resistant to chemicals.

®
Its frost resistance is unparalleled. whitepool  facilities require little maintenance and are extremely 

®durable. whitepool  combines the pristine white beauty of porcelain with exclusive design. 
®

whitepool  offers not only a high degree of freedom in planning and design, but also the option of 

customizing the porcelain right down to the final detail.

®Authentic German hard-paste porcelain is whitepool  material of choice. 

 Porcelain is the perfect platform for individualisation.

MAKING OF...



THE PRODUCTION OF 

THE PORCELAIN TILES

®whitepool  draws on the 

know-how of Barbara Flügel’s 

studio and over 15-years of 

experience in porcelain 

construction, specialising in 

open-air objects. 

The modern production 

facility employs around 20 

highly skilled workers in the 

craft manufacturing of 

porcelain – from the models 

department to the porcelain 

artists, who master old and 

new techniques in painting as 

well as burnishing gold and 

platinum finishings. 

Expertise, craftsmanship and 
®precision enable whitepool  to 

carry its ideas and concepts 

right through to the final 

stages of production.



TECHNOLOGY

23,000 porcelain tiles manufactured in Meißen have been in continuous outdoor 

use since 1910. The “Fürstenzug” (Procession of Princes) in Dresden remains a 

rare example of the open-air use of porcelain, and yet porcelain is extremely 

tough, low-maintenance and durable. 

®whitepool  introduces porcelain to architecture – both indoors and outdoors, 
®

but not just any old porcelain. whitepool  exclusively uses authentic hard-

paste porcelain, produced in Germany. Fired at 1400 degrees Celsius, it comes 

with a leak-proof guarantee and is absolutely frost-proof. Its high acid and 

base stability mean that it has a very high resistance to chemicals. The surface 

of the porcelain can be given a smooth, polished or matt, slip-resistant finish.

The snowy white porcelain can be painted either overglaze or underglaze in 

many different colours. This constitutes an important aspect of the design of 

interior, outdoor and landscape concepts, and also of the customisation 
®options which distinguish whitepool  from other producers.

® In cooperation with renowned technical partners, whitepool researches 

and develops new products and technologies, for example combination 

designs involving concrete and stainless steel, tile adhesives or 

individual tiling techniques.

weatherproof

frostproof

fired at 1400°C

resistant to chemicals



® 
whitepool  · Schützenstraße 20 · 95173 Schönwald / Germany

Telefon: +49 (0)9287-78099 · Telefax: +49 (0)9287-2324 · E-Mail: info@whitepool.com

www.whitepool.com |          facebook.com/whitepoolcom


